To build the systems that can adapt to their environments and learn from their experience is a long-standing goal and today it attracts researchers from many fields. But the power of evolutionary information processing that allows biological complex systems to adapt is still out of reach. With its extraordinary evolvable capabilities to adapt in rapidly changing and extremely hostile environment, brainless problem solvers such as bacteria successfully perform emergent computation for which they have no predetermined instructions or any a priori given referential or target values toward which they could converge. It is hard to capture adequately the adaptive efficiency of bacterial 'machines' within algorithmic notion of computation of Church-Turing thesis (CTT). With respect to different kinds of evolutionary information processing, overviewed in this paper, and in the direction of recently suggested study of computational evolution, we find it more adequate to exploit the diversity of algorithmic universe which has been revealed by the theory of super-recursive algorithms. According to CTT , in the current computational machines there is no place for mutations (mistakes in the genetic instruction set that survive actions of repair mechanisms and become possible source of inventions) which is one of the central concepts in the biology. Hence, emergent processes of evolution cannot even start by computation of Turing machine. The superrecursive algorithms are basis of a new paradigm for computation that changes computational procedures. Computation of Inductive Turing machines based on super-recursive algorithms presents transition from terminating computation to emergent computation. They work with the finite objects and obtain the results in a finite period of time without halting. Additionally, we may identified Super-recursive features of evolutionary processes and computational evolution. 2 different characteristics in the processes of adaptation of bacteria which we discuss here as super-recursive features of evolutionary information processing. The model of evolutionary computer discussed here is the one we need to do experiments that specifically test for essential questions related to computational evolution and that could possibly lead to exploitation of physical ideas about the nature of evolution.
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Introduction
To build the systems that can adapt to their environments and learn from their experience is the long-standing goal and today it attracts researchers from many fields. According to Turing biographer Hodges, during the war, Turing started to attach great importance to the ability of computers to modify their own programs and do what programmers could not have foreseen [Hodges,2000] . In order to elaborate the goal of designing computers that can modify their own programs in the course of adaptation this study uses our knowledge of natural evolution of biological systems.
Generally we know that biological systems have many properties that are desired in computational systems. Biological systems are robust, in that if some processors (e.g. white blood cells, a single neuron in an organism) fail, the whole system does not come to a crushing halt like a traditional computer would, but is able to keep running viably. Then, biological systems are very good at adapting to changing circumstances. Such adaptability is essential for autonomy in the real world. Harnessing evolutionary processes, we may believe, could help us perform new computations which could not be performed without them.
Recently, the group of authors have exposed the research agenda to develop a new field: computational evolution (CE) [Banzhaf et.al.,2006] The authors suggest that the current artificial evolution (AE: evolutionary programming, genetic algorithms, evolutionary strategies and genetic programming) could be transformed into CE by incorporating algorithmic analogues of our current understanding of molecular and evolutionary biology that could solve previously unimaginable or intractable computational and biological problems. They uncovered the limitations of the current AE approaches which might be adequate for solving a single, specific optimization or design problem but solving more difficult problems will require a richer evolutionary understanding. "Complexity and robustness in nature", authors argue, "is proof that biologically inspired processes can be powerful algorithmic tools."
At a glance, one could find that computational evolution is related with the field of computational science i.e. scientific computing that uses computers to analyze and solve scientific and engineering problems. In practical sense, it is typically the application of computer simulation and other forms of computation to problems in various scientific disciplines. But additionally, we may find that CE could pose, for example, the question "whether it is possible to construct a program that functions like an organism, with interacting software objects (analogues of cells) that collectively perform a global function such as providing operating system services (such as file management), with the ability to respond gracefully to demand and damage (analogously to homeostasis)?" [Banzhaf et.al.,2006] This question does not imply computer simulation of biological organisms but it rather describes computer programs that function like biological organisms or autonomous systems that can undergo computational evolution. If we want to consider such or similar questions in the future then computational evolution will guide us primarily to investigate whether CE justifies what it immediately and purely indicates -namely, the central issue in this context is whether evolution is a computational process.
From mathematical point of view, computers function under the control of algorithms so, to understand and explore the possibilities of computers and their boundaries, we have to study algorithms. Yet, the scrutiny of the concept of algorithm was not the subject of the CE guidelines in [Banzhaf et.al.,2006] and it has been taken as granted. However, CE proposals encounter some essential questions: Is evolution algorithmic? Is Turing machine evolvable? By what kinds of evolutionary processes could a certain computable mechanism (program) arise without human assistance? Could a particular molecular mechanism, once developed (by evolution) and implemented into computers, have the computable power equivalent to the power it has within biological systems? Finally, is it possible that such biological-like computation has power beyond Turing machine and if so how to asses such a computation?
If we consider evolution in terms of information processing then we may define its intrinsic property that selection operates all the time over finite set of objects without halting and it achieves the results (say new adaptive functions) non-randomly in finite time. Accordingly, we may suspect that arbitrary computational machine capable of evolution is equivalent to an Inductive Turing Machine (ITM) for which it has been already shown that it possesses similar favorable properties and that it is more powerful than ordinary Turing machine. Namely, computation of ITM is based on super-recursive algorithms. [Burgin, 2005] Theory of super-recursive algorithms (TSRA) extends our notion of algorithms and according to the theory they allow us to compute what we held previously as non-computable. I suggest, with this paper, that study of computational evolution could take this into consideration.
Let only briefly consider here why someone would think that TSRA are more suitable formalism for evolutionary information processes of the living systems than Church-Turing thesis (CTT)? Let me discuss the following example. According to CTT, it is not possible to find a procedure or to write a program that allows us to repair all the bugs of computer programs. Generally, Turing machine cannot 'survive' (solve a problem of) randomly appearing mistakes. Additionally, this implies that mistakes of a TM cannot survive. This is obviously true but it has no sense in the current computational paradigm of CTT. In biology, this is of great importance because mistakes (nucleotide misinsertions) can survive actions of repair mechanisms and they become mutations. Mutations (changes of genetic instructions) are processed by emergent processes of evolutionary information processing systems (EIS). Without mutations there is no diversity and selection has nothing to select. Hence, evolution cannot even start by computation of TM. On the contrary, The super-recursive algorithms are basis of computation that changes computational procedures. They have been built by modifications of recursive algorithms which allow continuous development of variety of new algorithms. Computation of Inductive Turing machines (ITM) based on super-recursive algorithms present a transition from terminating computation to intrinsically emerging computation. The main advantage of ITM is that they work with the finite objects and obtain the results in a finite period of time.
Organization of this paper has the following order of general consideration: how biological systems perform information processing (computation) , what are the characteristics of such evolutionary information processes, and how to use ideas from natural biological systems to develop new kinds of computational evolution systems. Hence, in the section 2. different kinds of evolutionary information inheritance processes are overviewed. In section 3. we discuss adherence of evolutionary processes to super-recursive features. In section 4. I suggest conceptual framework of the evolutionary computer model and propose directions for its development in the course of study of computational evolution. As Francis Bacon said: 'It would be an unsound fancy and self-contradictory to expect that things which have never yet been done can be done except by means which never have yet been tried.' -implying here that we will need to do experiments that specifically test for conceptual questions related to computational evolution.
Evolution -the science of changes
Evolution is the science of changes and the bacteria are champions of evolutionary change. In order to understand better how biological systems perform information processing, different kinds of information processing systems of evolution are presented. Their categorization includes genetic (GIS), epigenetic (EPIS), behavioral (BIS) and language (LIS) information systems. LIS is considered as a 'part' of BIS. This categorization is influenced by the work of Jablonka and Lamb [Jablonka, Lamb, 2005] . However, in comparison with the mentioned reference this paper primarily considers studies and results of bacteria since they are an essential material to study and design models of digital cell computation.
2.1.a) The prevailing view of evolution -the changes on the fundamental level of the genetic information system (eGIS)
The current prevailing view of evolution combines Darwinian concepts of gradualism and natural selection with random mutation and Mendelian segregation as the mechanisms of evolutionary variability.
Evolution affects all aspects of an organism's life: morphology (form and structure), physiology (function), behavior, and ecology (interaction with the environment). Underlying these changes are changes in the hereditary materials. Hence, evolution consists of changes in the organisms' hereditary makeup. [Ayala, 2007] The physical basis for heredity, are discrete units of inheritance called genes, or we may call it genetic information. The full set of genes are genome. The "set" is not mathematical term in this case because the DNA is more than just a passive information carrier -it is also an active participant in transcription, translation, packaging and organizing the genome [Shapiro, 2005] . Breaking things down further, we can recognize two causal roles of genes, and hence two potential explanatory roles of genetic information, within biology. Genes are crucial to both explaining the development of individual organisms, and to explaining the inheritance of characteristics across generations. Information has been invoked in both explanatory contexts.
However, we may consider genetic information as a complex set of instructions formed by the sequence of nucleotides. In biology, DNA sequences (and consequently genetic information) can change through mutations, producing new alleles. If mutation occurs within a gene, the new allele may affect the trait (particular characteristics of an organism) that the gene controls altering the phenotype of the organism. Phenotype is determined by the organism's genetic make-up (genotype) and the environment in which the organism lives.
In the computer science we often distinguish data from the set of instructions (programs). Generally, data are pieces of information from the computer's system environment in a form suitable for use by a computer. Simple definition of computer states: a computer is a machine that manipulates data according to the list of instructions. Following the evolution, the focus is on the changes of the instruction set. So, when we consider the bacterium-like evolutionary computer it has to comprise not only certain program that operates using data or information from the environment but also, it has to include capabilities to change their own basic instructions on its fundamental program level via evolution. Roughly speaking, by analogy, under evolutionary processing the changes of the computer program will affect the traits of the computer, or more basically, according to definition, the way of how computer manipulates with data and information.
When Turing discussed the idea of learning machine [Turing, 1950] (let's assume that the learning is one kind of adaptation) he realized that it may appear as a paradoxical one to some readers. He wrote: "How can the rules of operation of the machine change? They should describe completely how the machine will react whatever its history might be, whatever changes it might undergo. The rules are thus quite time-invariant." We shall discuss this paradox from the evolution perspective since it has found its own way, as far as we know, (at least in principle) how to solve this problem.
Simply put, the change on the level of instruction set reflects mistake whether we consider the biological system (genome level) or computational system (program level). But, there is an essential difference in the processing of these particular systems when the error occurs. Most of mutations are deleterious or neutral. Yet, some of them could be beneficial. However, in the present computer systems there is no room for mistakes.
Before we continue this discussion on how evolution processes mutations, we shall briefly consider the self-maintenance of the system. When speaking about the evolution of complex systems we must take into consideration that the perpetuation of life depends on fine dialectical tuning between conservation and change.
Let us not forget the full title of Darwin's famous book. Most of us remember the title, On the Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection, but then forget the subtitle, Or, the Preservation of Favoured Races in the Struggle for Life. Whereas the former pertains to change and variation, the latter relates to stability and uniformity. Aside from this dualism, i.e. the fine balance between the maintenance of the memory of evolution (DNA sequence) and its variability necessary for adaptive mutation, the DNA repair systems' prime role is the maintenance of the physical integrity of genomic DNA strands. Neither dividing nor the non-dividing cells can function with DNA strand discontinuities or chemical blocks, because neither replication nor transcription can fully operate. Briefly, the basic strategies to conserve the DNA sequence and genetic stability involve: (i) The maintenance of the chemical purity of ingredients for DNA replication; (ii) the high fidelity of DNA replication machine; and (iii) the quality control of new strands [Friedberg et.al.,2006] . The stability of gene structure thus appears not as a starting point but as an end-product, as highly orchestrated dynamic process requiring the participation of a large number of enzymes organized into complex metabolic networks that regulate and ensure both the stability of DNA molecule and its fidelity in replication. [Fox, 2000] In other words, the source of genetic stability was not to be found in the structure of static entity but that stability is itself the product of dynamic process. High precision of DNA synthesis (error rate about 10 -5 ) results from the selection of complementary units (dNTP) but only after the proofreading (excision of the misincorporated wrong nucleotide), DNA replication process achieves its error rate per site -about 10 -7
. Some incorrectly paired bases escape even the proofreading activity of bacterial DNA synthesis. It has a substantial, but still finite inherent accuracy. Since the measured mutation rate can be as low as one mistake per 10 10 or 10 11 the final degree of accuracy (in E.coli) depends on mismatch repair system. [Watson, et al, 2007] Despite this high-fidelity errors are inevitable. In the computer science and engineering the prevailing attitude towards mistakes is based on the tacit strategy that I presented by abbreviation FAECT i.e. "find all errors and correct them". In contrast to it in evolution, number of errors is optimal to the environment of life and strategy is to use them by natural selection for the benefit of the life itself. Hence, in biology mistakes (nucleotide misinsertions) can survive and they become mutations [Radman, 1998] . That is, nucleotide misinsertions that are followed by elongation of DNA will become mutations if not removed by postreplicative mismatch correction system. Such mutations and sequence changes that are created during repair or result from the movements of genomic parasites provide the raw material on which selection ultimately acts.
Mutations are random or chance events because (i)they are rare exceptions to the fidelity of the process of DNA replication and because (ii) there is no way of knowing which gene will mutate in a particular cell or in a particular individual [Ayala, 2007] .
However, the meaning of "random" that is most significant for understanding the evolutionary process is (iii) that mutations are unoriented with respect to adaptation; they occur independently of whether or not they are beneficial or harmful to the organisms. Some are beneficial, most are not, and only the beneficial ones become incorporated in the organisms through natural selection. In 1943, Luria and Delbruck [Luria, Delbrück, 1943] performed a cornerstone experiment to prove that random mutations (i.e. mutations that are not related to the environment) do exist. They exposed bacteria to a lethal selective pressure -bacteriophage T1. As this bacteriophage immediately kills non-resistant cells, only cells with a pre-existing specifc mutation to resist the bacteriophage could survive the treatment (the selective pressure). Luria and Delbruck exposed populations of bacteria to such lethal environment, and analyzed the number of surviving cells in the different populations (different petri-dishes). From the distribution of surviving cells, they concluded that relevant mutations in bacteria, as in other organisms, had occurred randomly before the bacteria were exposed to the selective pressure, i.e. the mutations arose randomly and were not induced by the environment. Their experiments were then taken as a crucial support for the claim of the Neo-Darwinian theory that all mutations are random and can occur during DNA replication only [Dawkins, 1972; 1976; 1986; Gould, 1977; Jacob 1993 ].
As such, mutations adhere to the paradox mentioned above. From the evolutionary perspective mutations are the source of inventions. Actually, mutation is not a category within computer science. We may consider mutations as a kind of input information that is processed by evolutionary information-processing system. The process of information transformation from mutation to adaptive set of instructions that is coded for a novel function is the adaptation process. Note that discussion from i-iii and specifically Luria-Delbruck experiment clearly distinguishes evolutionary adaptation process from the processes of non-evolutionary adaptation and intelligence processes. This distinction is often neglected or superficially evaluated in the technical literature of the computer science and in the number of current models of AE.
The adaptation comes about by the combined processes of mutation and natural selection. Adaptation is the evolutionary process, which takes place under natural selection, whereby an organism becomes better suited to live in its habitat or habitats. [Dobzhansky, 1968] As a practical term, adaptation is often used for the product: features of a species which result from the process.
The evolution is not governed by random mutations. Rather, there is a natural process (namely, natural selection) that is not random but oriented and able to generate order or "create.". It is Darwin's fundamental discovery, that there is a creation, although not conscious. This is about design without Designer. [Ayala, 2007] 
The synthesis
Organisms exhibit complex design, but it is not, in current language, "irreducible complexity," emerging all of a sudden in full bloom. Rather, according to Darwin's theory of natural selection, the design has been arising gradually and cumulatively, step by step, promoted by the reproductive success of individuals with incrementally more adaptive elaborations. We can readily understand that the accumulation of millions of small, functionally advantageous changes could yield remarkably complex and adaptive organs, such as the eyes.
Darwin penned a famous passage, anticipating that the evolution of the eyes would be a target for attacks on his theory because eyes are such "organs of extreme perfection and complication". He wrote:"…that the eye…could have been formed by natural selection seems, I freely confess, absurd in the highest possible degree". [Darwin, 1859] However, note that the marvelous design of the eye is the only input information system (like a camera) of the complex vision information processing system as a whole. When we consider the adaptation of entire (sub)system it is not enough to consider the adaptation of perceptible features of a certain individual (sub)system. Adaptations must include what physical laws define, i.e. how light can be collected, focused and represented as an image, setting the fundamental limits on the optical features of eyes. [Laud, Fernald, 1992 , Fernald, 1997 In addition, considering VIS as a whole, it becomes clear that during evolution some systems that are not proximately observable must have developed and adapted enabling the eye to work on specific information and send it for further processing. When we see an object in the room it seems so direct and immediate that the process seems quite irreducible. But, if we consult the science in more detail about what it knows regarding VIS and the things VIS able to do but we do not know how (e.g. extremely difficult problem is extracting the three-dimensional motion of an object from two-dimensional retinal images), then we reveal fascinating structure and large number of complicated information conversions and transmissions.
From evolutionary perspective we do not ask ourselves how certain system works but how it came into existence that includes its specific functional capacity and functional purpose. Evolution as a process is not directly involved in regular operational processing of the biological systems. Once they have evolved these particular processes are governed by highly accurate mechanisms and number of them could be presented as well-defined algorithms. Hence, evolution could be viewed as the process of open-ended synthesis and biological "machine" with its complex program that governs its function, behavior and maintenance is the product of such a process.
In his famous paper [Turing, 1936] , Turing compares the man in the process of computing (that person was called Computer) with the machine which is only capable of finite number of conditions. Basically, Turing created a formal model for the physical machine which is capable to perform the process of computing providing that we may install in it the operational procedure (program) which previously performed a person-Computer by manipulating switches and patch cables . One could notice that the development of program is not captured by the concept of Turing machine. Following the distinction between operational procedure and process that create operational procedure one could try with enthusiasm, imitating the Turing work, to extend TM by incorporating the procedure of the man in the process of programming.
This could be accomplished but only once for a particular operational procedure. So, we may find out that it does not extend the power of TM and it is far from being the general purpose program that may create any operational program. Additionally, TM cannot create a new procedure by itself. The behavior of the machine in the first case is rule-based or algorithmic. What to say about the second case?
This is the problem of synthesis and we do not have a formal model of how synthesis can be done automatically. Engineering students learn about existing solutions and techniques for well-defined, relatively simple problems, and then -through practice -are expected to improve and combine these to create larger, more complex systems. Product design is still taught today largely through apprenticeship. [Lipson, 2005] Robert Willis, a professor of natural and experimental philosophy at Cambridge, wrote in 1841 [Willis, 1841] Willis's reflection of synthesis echoes even today, almost two centuries later. Progress in systematic synthesis is very slow and it is not clear in many domains. Obviously, we have two views of how synthesis of complex systems occurs. One is the view of Darwinian process of evolutionary synthesis without designer in the loop. This approach is more controversial in engineering. [Ziman, 2003] The second is intelligent, the goal-oriented design, under control of the designer during the process of development. This is still dominant approach in engineering. However, there is an obvious distinction which results from these two types of design. The products which are results of conventionally intelligent design in comparison with evolutionary design products are evolutionary dead-ends -they are very limited in selfmaintenance, they are not self-replicable, they cannot evolve. This study tries to include synthesis approach according to the following direction: Instead of using for a design a computational procedure that we have created once and ultimately, try to identify the processes by which the procedure has been created and then make it possible to create a new procedure pursuant to processes which have created the first one.
(section 4)
The solution of the 'machine that can change the rules'-paradox via evolution
Once we have accepted the mutation as the category of computational evolution we must face another great principle as a challenge for the solution of the paradox that the system (as an organism) must be viable at all stages of its development and at all stages of its evolution. This is obviously true, and what follows is that there are constraints on the evolution of development, behavior and structure of organisms. The main constraint is the requirement that changes in the system during evolution should be relatively small changes, because the body systems are so complex and interlinked. This is a sound principle, though there may be rare exceptions (e.g. polyploidy, symbiosis). Finally, we may find that the development of living organisms turns time-independent rules (the genome as information source) into autonomously adaptive system (the organism) in which time is an essential variable. The resulting organism is a hierarchical collections of structures within structures, with interactions between each level which smooth out the effects of environmental fluctuations on the organism. [Ramsden, 2003] These principles, exploited by natural evolution, correspond to the paradox of the machine that can change the rules discussed by Turing and represent the challenge for computational evolution study.
2.1.b) Programmed mutations of adaptive mutational genetic information system (amGIS)
Natural selections lead not only to the evolution of eyes or wings and their programs that run vision or flight 'machine', but also to the evolution of new evolutionary rules. Many of these rules undermine the assumption that variation is random. [Jablonka, Lamb, 2005; ] The idea that genes do not mutate at random, but 'adaptively', as though 'directed' by the environment in which the organisms find themselves, is so heretical that most biologists simply dismissed it out of hand; particularly 30 or 20 years ago.
Max Delbrück first used the term 'adaptive mutations' to refer to mutations formed in response to an environment in which the mutations are selected [Delbrück, 1946] . The experiments that succeeded have clearly distinguished between mutations that pre-existed at the time a cell was exposed to a selective environment from those 'adaptive' mutations formed after exposure to the environment [Tlsty, 1989; Rosenberg, 2001] .
Inducible mutagenesis
A variety of sources such as radiation, chemical mutagens and products of metabolism induce damage to the genomes of organisms. Damage can be fatal for the organism since it can prevent DNA replication, and thus cell division. Biological responses to DNA damage are the fundamental problem, so important for life. Cells require the signaling systems to monitor faithfully any DNA strand discontinuity, any change in the instruction set. The first such cellular response to DNA damage was discovered in bacteria -the SOS response [Radman, 1974; 1975] .
By definition, the SOS-response is postreplication DNA repair system induced by the presence of single-stranded DNA that usually occurs from postreplicative gaps caused by various types of DNA damage. Although the basic logic of the SOS circuitry is fairly simpleRecA protein becomes activated (stimulated by single-stranded DNA) and mediates the cleavage (inactivation) of LexA repressor protein, thereby leading to the increased expression of LexA repressed genes, hence, inducing the response -the detailed studies of SOS regulation carried out thus far indicate that there is considerably more subtiety to the regulation of SOS response than simply the coordinated induction of a set of genes [Friedberg et.al.,2006; Michel, 2005; Schlacher, Goodman, 2007; Janion, 2008] .
The SOS system can exist in two extreme states, fully repressed and fully induced. However, it can also exist in other states which are intermediate between these two extremes. When bacterial cells are subjected to sufficient DNA damage to induce the SOS response, a key event is the collapse of replication forks as they encounter the multitude of newly introduced DNA lesions in the template DNA. The primary goal of the SOS system is to restart replication productively.
Upon encountering damage to their genomes, bacteria such as E. coli respond by activating the SOS network, consisting of about fortythree genes, [Friedberg et.al.,2006] , whose task is to repair/bypass the DNA damage, in order to enable DNA replication. The SOS genetic network deploys a variety of specific functions such as detecting damage, repairing it correctly with base excision repair (BER) or by nucleotide excision repair (the NER mechanism) or by recombination, and if these functions do not succeed, bypassing damage by mutagenesis. SOS genes are also involved in triggering cell division, which occurs only after the genome has been fully replicated and it is safe for the cell to divide. Among the SOS genes are those encoding the specialized DNA polymerases, Pols II, IV, and V. The SOS polymerases catalyze translesion synthesis (TLS) by replacing a replicative Pol III that stalls when encountering a damaged template base. Once past the damage site, Pol III takes over to restart normal DNA replication. TLS, which results in mutations targeted to the sites of DNA damage, appears to be the biological basis of SOS mutagenesis. The regulation of SOS is governed by the action of two key proteins, the LexA repressor and RecA.
Adaptive mutation
When non-dividing E. coli are placed under non-lethal selective pressure, mutations accumulate seemingly in response to the selective environment. This phenomenon is known as adaptive mutation. Considering the role of SOS inducible mutagenesis in adaptive evolution we may find that the Pol V does not appear to participate in causing adaptive mutations, but the other two SOS polymerases are clearly involved. Pol IV is upregulated during stationary phase and is required for most (80%) adaptive mutations. Small deletions are characteristic of Pol IV's mutational spectrum in vitro. In contrast, Pol II, through its 3′-exonuclease proofreading function, serves to regulate the level of adaptive mutations by causing an approximate 5-fold reduction in magnitude [Schlacher et.al., 2006; see reference therein] Much later than the SOS hypothesis had been proposed came the excitement, and controversy -the possibility that Luria and Delbrück's conclusion might not be universally true. The results of Cairns et. al. (1988) showed that when the lactose auxotrophs were plated onto a minimal medium containing lactose as the only sugar -circumstances that require that the bacteria must mutate into lactose prototrophs in order to survive -then the number of lactose prototrophs that arose was significantly higher than that expected if mutations occurred randomly. In other words, some cells underwent programmed mutation and acquired the specific change in DNA sequence needed to withstand the selective pressure. However, in a second assay published by Cairns and Foster (1991) they measure reversion of a lac frameshift allele carried on an F2 conjugative plasmid in E. coli that are starving on lactose-minimal medium. Mutations occur by mechanisms unlike spontaneous, growthdependent mutation and adapt the cells to their environment. Shapiro found that one type of mutation in E.coli, araB-lacZ fusions, involves a multi-step process that is physiologically regulated [Shapiro, 1984] . Wright has shown that amino acid starvation of E.coli increases transcription of specific set of genes that enable them to survive and these genes have enhanced mutation rate [Wright, 1997] . It became increasingly clear that bacteria have evolved mechanisms enabling them to actively generate a new variation in conditions where survival depends on genetic change.
Natural genetic engineering
Shapiro also suggests that organisms respond to stress by activating their natural genetic engineering systems. He proposed "..thinking of genomes as complex interactive information systems, in many ways comparable to those involving computers." [Shapiro, 1992] There is biological and environmental feedback into the genome. This means that evolutionary change may be very rapid because mutation rate can be increased and coordinated changes may occur at many sites within a single genome. Furthermore, although the induced genetic changes may not be specifically those that solve the organism's immediate survival problem if similar stress episodes have been frequent in the past, the genome may have been modified to target variation to a subset of sites or to be of a type that is likely to provide useful variation. More recent work suggests that transposable elements can effectively reprogram the genome between replications [Shapiro, 1992; 2006; .
Epigenetic information systems
Epigenetic alterations are set of inherited but reversible changes in genom without modification of DNA sequences that lead to metastable changes in gene expression [Karpinets et.al. 2006; see Bird, 2007] .These alterations create an inherited pattern of gene expressions in the genome realized as a set of repeatedly executing cellular functions. Epigenetics includes the effects that are inherited from one cell generation to the next whether these occur in embryonic morphogenesis, regeneration, normal turnover of cells, tumors, cell culture, or the replication of single celled organisms. These changes may be induced spontaneously, in response to environmental factors, or in response to the presence of a particular allele, even if it is absent from subsequent generations. Epigenetic alterations provide an important mechanism of transcriptional control regulating genes expression in cells of most living organisms. Generally, three classes of EIS have been recognized: stationary-state, structural, and chromatin-modification. Stationary-state systems are based on positive feedback loops -gene produces a product that simulates further activity of the gene and hence further synthesis of the product. Once switched on by physiological or developmental events the cell lineage continues transcription unless the concentration of the product falls. Structural inheritance is the transmission of a trait in a living organism by self-perpetuating spatial structures. We may note that this is in contrast to the transmission of digital information such as is found in DNA sequences, which accounts for the vast majority of known genetic variation: (recent studies of prions provide good example that is Sup35.) Bacteria make widespread use of postreplicative DNA methylation for the epigenetic control of DNA-protein interactions. DNA methylation in bacterial cells primarily serves as a mechanism of defence against the invasion of a foreign DNA into the cells. It functions as a part of restriction-modification systems that are comprised of genes encoding a restriction enzyme and DNA methyltransferases (DNA MTases). Bacteria make use of DNA adenine methylation (rather than DNA cytosine methylation) as an epigenetic signal. DNA adenine methylation is important in bacteria virulence in organisms such as E.coli, Salmonella and others. For additional bacteria examples see for instance [Casadesus, Low, 2006] Epigenetic alterations of gene regulation or phenotype generation that are subsequently consolidated by changes at the gene level constitute another class of mechanisms for evolutionary innovation.
Behavioral information systems (BIS) and language information systems (LIS)
We may generally consider that the certain heritable pattern of behavior in a population, its origin and maintenance cannot automatically be related with genetic variations. [see Jablonka, Lamb, 2005] However, in the course of computational evolution we are primarily interested in microbial behavior-the concept which encompasses complex adaptive behavior shown by single cells and cooperative behavior in populations like or unlike cells mediated by chemical signaling that induces physiological or behavioral changes in cells and influences bacteria colony structures.
The idea that bacteria are simple solitary creatures stems from years of laboratory experiments in which they were grown under artificial conditions. However, each single-cell bacterium is, by itself, a biotic autonomous system with its own internal cellular gel that possesses informatic capabilities (storage, processing and interpretation of information).[e.g. Ben Jacob, Shapira, Tauber, 2006; Ben Jacob, Shapira, 2005; Ben Jacob, 2003 ] These afford the cell certain freedom to select its response to biochemical messages it receives, including self-alteration and broadcasting output chemical messages to signal and initiate alterations in other bacteria. Such capabilities elevate the level of bacterial cooperation during colonial self-organization.
The majority of bacteria spend most of their life cycle in single or multi-species biofilms, complex collective structures formed when bacteria attach to surfaces, and in this form they display an extraordinary repertoire of coordinated behaviors and interactions. A biofilm is a structured community of microorganisms possibly composed of many different bacterial colonies. The bacteria organized in biofilms, produce effective substances which individual bacteria are unable to produce alone [Matz et. al.,2008] One benefit of this environment is increased resistance to antibiotics. In some cases resistance can be increased 1000 fold. [Stewart, Costerton, 2001] .
The colonies' complexity is reproducible. So, upon replication, the new cells will immediately have the proper internal gene expression states to fit the colonial behavior. The reproducible complexity goes hand in hand with high flexibility for elevated adaptability leading to the great variety of patterns generated during growth under different conditions. The cells thus assume newly co-generated traits and abilities that are not explicitly stored in the genetic information of the individuals. [Ben Jacob, 2008 , 2003 ] These capabilities have been illustrated by exposing the bacteria to non-lethal levels of antibiotics. [see Ben Jacob, 2008] Organization and coordination of organism's behavior depends on successful communication. Language is a part of the behavioral inheritance system. Cell-to-cell communication involving the production and detection of extracellular signaling molecules is called autoinducers. [Miller, Bassler, 2001 ] These small signal molecules carry on the process called quorum sensing. It allows bacteria to count their numbers, determine when they have reached a critical mass, and then change their behavior in unison to carry out processes that require many cells acting together to be effective. We may distinguish between intra-species communication (small-talk) and interspecies message-passing of the type that probably occurs quite regularly in multi-species biofilms. [see Bassler 2002; Schauder et.al. 2001; Miller et.al. 2004] Additionally, with thanks to W. Riofrio [pers.comm.], I would like to reconsider the nature of these capabilities, mentioned above and others, -actually, how they are encoded in evolution? It seems, they do not exclusively depend on the step by step improvements that are shaped by the 'omnipotent' forces of natural selection. There are interconnected networks of molecular processes provoking the emergence of each one of these capabilities, and evolution of cellular design (see also Riofrio, chapter in this book).
To this point in time, biologists have seen the universality of the genetic code as either a manifestation of the Doctrine of Common descent or simply as a 'frozen accident'. The evolutionary dynamic (the 'rules') involves communal descent and it is not strictly vertical evolution. The key element in this dynamic is innovation-sharing, an evolutionary protocol whereby descent with variation from one 'generation' to the next is not genealogically traceable but is a descent of cellular community as a whole [Vetsigian, Woese, Goldenfeld, 2006] . Innovation-sharing protocol involves horizontal gene transfer of genes and perhaps other complex elements among the evolving entities required to bring the evolving translation apparatus, its code, and by implication the cell itself to their current condition. According to the [Vetsigian, Woese, Goldenfeld, 2006] there are three distinct stages of evolution classified as (i) weak-communal evolution, which gave way via development of an innovation sharing protocol and the emergence of universal genetic code to (ii) strong communal evolution which developed exponential complexity of genes, finally leading via the Darwinian transition to (iii) individual evolution-vertical, and so, Darwinian [see also: Woese, Goldenfeld, 2009] .
Super-recursive features of evolutionary processes
Currently, computation is a general term for any information processing. This includes phenomena ranging from human thinking to calculations in the most strict sense. Computation is a process which follows a well-defined model that is understood and can be expressed in an algorithm, a protocol, a network topology etc. Computation is also a major subject matter of computer science: it investigates what can or cannot be done in a computational manner. From the perspective of computational evolution study the aim is to investigate whether that neologism justifies its indication -namely, whether evolution is computational from the perspective of computer science. In other words, are information processes of evolution we discussed previously computable? To make this more clear, to see where these questions direct our research, we may use more radical questions suggested by Kauffman [Kauffman, 2008; 2009] Without certain degree of freedom there is no room for creativity in a precise, clockwork universe. To contrast computer science and engineering approach, an excellent reflection comes from the famous Swiss computer scientist, Niklaus Wirth: "In our profession, precision and perfection are not a dispensable luxury, but a simple necessity". "Traditional software engineering breaks down a problem into highly constrained interactions between modules, until modules are simple enough to be implemented in a computer code. This approach abhors emergence and avoids surprises" [Banzhaf et.al., 2006] . Present computational methodology looks like a safe way to avoid computational evolution. However, we may suspect that information processing of the natural evolution is more powerful than automatic processes captured by Turing machinery. Turing himself wrote [Turing, 1948] : "There is the genetical or evolutionary search by which a combination of genes is looked for, the criterion being the survival value." It is further implied that the machine should have the "freedom to make mistakes". (Turing did not specify in 1948 how the "genetical or evolutionary search" for solutions to problems should be conducted but he pointed it out in his 1950 paper [Turing, 1950] .
There is another approach which follows constructivist paradigm. Namely, the assumption is that any organelle, cell, organ including the brain, as well as the whole organism, is in principle equivalent to, and thus may in principle be simulated by universal Turing machine. According to this paradigm, one could consider transformation of the biological machine B into distinctive new machine T as a process that can be simulated by a Turing machine. However, as we may predict by present theory, such process cannot be done by a B machine itself, as it needs an outside intervention. It seems that this paradigm favors Creator (say kind of non-computable Oracle machine) rather than Creativity (evolution) notion as we discussed. Ben Jacob has pointed the state that [Ben Jacob, Shapira, 2005] everyone agrees that even the most advanced computers today are unable to fully simulate even an individual, the most simple bacterium of some 150 genes, let alone more advanced bacteria having several thousands of genes, or a colony of about 10 10 such bacteria. As he noted, within the current constructivist paradigm, the above state of affairs reflects technical or practical rather than fundamental limitations.
Ben Jacob introduced a kind of Creativity paradigm but he dismissed Darwinian picture. Creation means emergence of something new and unpredictable, something not directly derivable from the present. Hence, he argued, if we understand science as the ability to predict the future state and behavior of a system based on the present knowledge about the system, then a creative process contradicts the tenets of scientific description and that is a paradox. Ben Jacob has been inspired by observations of bacteria morphotype transitions. He recognized the bacterial potential to perform the transitions from one morphotype to another in response to environmental conditions and their capacity for "deciding" to go through the transition as the collective action of many bacteria in the colony. He suggests that adaptive mutagenesis requires self-organization and cooperation of the bacteria. Hence in this picture evolution is not a result of successful accumulation of mistakes in replication of the genetic code, but is rather the outcome of creativity-like processes. [Ben Jacob, 1998] There are other views within Creativity paradigm. One of the pioneers of system biology is Denis Noble. System biology focuses on the complex interactions in biological systems, thus using a new perspective -integration instead of reduction. At the beginning of the career Noble investigated the mechanisms of heartbeat. Since this work, it has become clear that there was not a single oscillator which controlled heartbeat, but rather this was an emergent property of the feedback loops in the various channels. Finally, he wrote that 'music of life' does not have a player [Noble, 2008] . Even more, he pointed out, there is no genetic program or programs at any other level of multi-level biological functionality including the brain. He also explains that genes in fact work in groups and systems, so that the genome is more like a set of organ pipes than a "blueprint for life". The genome, he holds, is a passive database. Similarly, in this direction, according to Coen [Coen, 1999] organisms are not simple manufacturers according to a set of instructions. He argued that there is no easy way to separate instruction from the process. "Dear Mr Darwin" wrote Gabriel Dover: "We don't have a theory of interactions and until we do we cannot have the theory of development or theory of evolution. There are no genes for interactions." [Dover, 2000] Interactive computation (IC) involves interaction with the external world during the computation -rather than before or after it, as in algorithmic computation. [Goldin, Smolka, Wegner, 2006; Eberbach, Goldin, Wegner, 2004; Eberbach, Wegner, 2003 ] Hence, models of interaction capture the notion of performing a task or providing a service, rather than algorithmically producing outputs from inputs. They are modeled in terms of observable behavior consisting of interaction steps and they include environment as an active part in the computation by dynamically supplying the computational system (e.g. agent) with inputs and consuming the output values the system produces.[Goldin, Smolka, Wegner, 2006 and reference therein]. Different models of interactive computation could possibly, according to authors, lead beyond the limits of Church-Turing thesis. Generally, interactive computation is inevitable in the study of computational evolution taking into account that evolution means the presence of many individual systems interacting in different ways and levels [Banzhaf et.al., 2006] . Additionally, advanced models of IC could be crucial when we need to avoid genome-centered concept of biological information toward our efforts to simulate for example, innovation-sharing protocols discussed in subsection 2.3.
In the rest of this section I am going to argue that information processing systems of evolution possess super-recursive features. The term came from the theory of super-recursive algorithms (TSRA) developed by Mark Burgin. [Burgin, 2005] . Burgin abandoned the absolute concept of algorithm and found it more relevant to speak about algorithm in relation to some given conditions. Hence, any approach to algorithms that tries to restrict algorithms to a mathematical model is not efficient enough for study, design and utilization of algorithms. Burgin organized and systematized diversity of algorithms through classification divided into three big classes: sub-recursive, recursive (this class is taken as the base) and super-recursive algorithms. As Burgin presented, superrecursive algorithms can compute what has been considered as noncomputable.
We may consider that natural evolution is a complex information processing system which is not algorithmic. For instance, nobody can design the computer program of evolutionary adaptation process or speciation. But we may consider and study evolution in terms of information processing and computation, and scientists actually do that as we have shown. Additionally, we may find that certain mechanisms as well as some complicated repair processes are algorithmic. Scientists are capable theoretically and experimentally to create certain molecular DNA models of computation. [Shapiro, Benenson, 2006; Benenson et.al. 2004; Regev, Shapiro, 2002] . However, as we know, such models are not by themselves more powerful than Turing machines and they are based on the class of recursive algorithms. Such algorithmic DNA or RNA sequences could be the subjects of evolution but only if they include the random or non-random changes in the original structure i.e. evolution deals with mutational genetic information of GIS and with higher-level, more flexible structures as the carriers of other information categories like epigenetic patterns. Hence, the cell computation includes processes that are algorithmic but also includes the non-algorithmic capabilities of change, actually the process that is governed by evolution.
If we consider information processing systems of the evolution as computation in general and variety of mechanisms and different multilevel interactions, different pathways of signal transduction in particular, (and we have discussed only the small portion) then we may suggest that they expose super-recursive features. The following remarks include several examples of this consideration.
Emerging processes of EIS and inductive computation.
From evolutionary perspective biological systems frequently change on the genetic level. Therefore, it follows that the process of adaptation is never finally complete, [Mayr, 1981] selection operates all the time and, as we know, it achieves the product (adaptive trait for the bodily part or function) without stopping in the finite period of time. Van Valen thought that even in a stable environment, competing species had to adapt constantly to maintain their relative standing -known as the Red Queen hypothesis. [Van Valen, 1973] Adaptation is a genetic tracking process, which goes on all the time to some greater or lesser extent, respectively; for instance, when the population cannot or does not move to another, less hostile area. Hence, fitness (an organism's capacity to propagate its genes) is not a static predetermined property. [cf. Freeman, Herron, 2007] Evolutionary adaptation is an emergent process. We may consider that cellular machines perform the type of inductive computation. The characteristic of such computations is that they produce result without halting. Results emerge through a sequence of intermediate results and they are carried on by processes of replication (of DNA, molecular level) and consequently by division (of the cell), and finally by reproduction (of the organism). Intermediate results appear during the process of replication or between the two replications (as we discussed previously in relation with EIS subsystems). In some cases results are predictable but in general, results emerge only in the corresponding EIS process. Accordingly, we may consider that biological systems, such as cellular machines perform computation that is equivalent to computation of an Inductive Turing machine (ITM) based on super-recursive algorithms.(Computation of ITM is formally described in [Burgin, 2005] ) Infinity concept, becoming infinity of EIS processing and inductive computation. Emergent processes of evolution could become infinite. Emergent processes of computation according to TSRA is represented by the model of inductive Turing machine. There are situations when the result is already obtained but the ITM continues functioning [Burgin, 2005] . One could find such situation a possible source of confusion but Burgin exposed clear distinction between non-halting inductive computation with infinite and infinite-time computation. However, infinite-time computations are potential processes (rather then emergent) in the sense that it is possible that they produce result only after an infinite number of steps. In comparison, by inductive computation (for instance, by taking Inductive Turing machine) (i) there are situations when some computations halt (by giving the result or not-giving the result as in the case of conventional computation by a Turing machine); (ii) there are situations when the result is already obtained but computation continues; (iii) additionally, inductive computation while working continuously, can occasionally change its output.
Observing evolutionary processes as computation of the evolvable cell, or single-cell organisms like bacteria, we may find similar distinction. In other words, evolution exposes very clearly its emergent properties rather than infinity computation properties. We may consider several different examples.
(i)
Specific feature inherent to inductive computation performed by ITM presents transition from terminating computation to intrinsically emerging computation. It is evident from the previous discussion that such a characteristic is typical of EIS. As particular mechanisms in the nature of evolvable cells and organisms we may emphasize once again the processes of translesion synthesis governed by specific polymerases (II, IV and V) of SOS response because they are evidently represent mentioned transition. (see section 2.1.b) Such activities are inducible and they are turned on only under a strong selective pressure. But as soon as the normal base pairs are created, mutation and hyper-recombination activities could be repressed (by LexA repressor) and regular faithful and processive replicative polymerases would take over the replication process. Hence, we may find that these mechanisms represents inductive computation because the results obtained without halting the replication but once the results are achieved inductive mechanisms halt. This is equivalent to situation of inductive computation when some computations halt by giving the result. We may consider that these mechanism represent silent super-recursive apparatus.
(ii) a) Example when cell 'machinery' cannot stop functioning could be HeLa cells. They are termed "immortal" in that they can divide an unlimited number of times in a laboratory cell culture plate as long as fundamental cell survival conditions are met. So called, established or immortalized cell line has acquired the ability to proliferate indefinitely either through random mutation or deliberately by (experimental) modification (explant culture method). Hence, we may consider immortal cell line of the cells derived from tumors as a kind infinity computation of cell division but what precedes this kind of behavior is an emergent process. The becoming mode of infinity computation needs for certain kind of tumors seven mutations of the cell. Generally, such mutations have to capture inhibition of cell division control mechanisms and then activation of cell division acceleration. Typically, we may take that frequency of mutations is 10 -6 and probability that one normal cell accelerates all seven mutation is 10 -42 . If we take in consideration the fact that there are temporally no more than 10 24 living human cells tumor will never appear. But we know it happens. However, mentioned probability is related to the picture of the cell that is not divided. So, when the first mutation randomly appears that cell will divide and grow little bit faster than the adjacent cells and at the end of the year there will be more cells with one specific mutation then the others cells in the population. When the selfish, unsocial cell beneficial to itself but harmful to the rest intact cells approaches to the million cells in population probability for new mutation is close to 1. Emergent process of evolution (mutation and variability, reproduction and selection) proceeds toward seven specific mutations and it lasts approximately twenty years. b) Single-cell organisms-bacteria are much more efficient than the single cell from the illustrative example above. This is based on the fact that they are very generous among themselves in exchanging their genes and emergent processes including different genetic materials from different cells that possibly lead to their adaptation much faster.(see section 2.) c) Similar example for infinity computation from the world of bacteria may be found among bacterial ribosomal mutants resistant to high concentrations of streptomycin that have acquired very high ribosomal fidelity in the process of protein synthesis. Such mutants cannot grow any more without streptomycin addiction -the drug that increases the ribosomal error rate.[e.g. Bjorkman et.al., 1999] . d) Strong genetic mutators are particularly favored when adaptation requires several genomic mutations which may be the case of most adaptations to complex environmental changes. Selecting for the mutator (which has been generated by inactivation of antimutator function) can allow fast exploration of the fitness landscape. Mechanistically, the mutator increases in its frequency because of its genomic association (hitch-hiking) with favorable mutations generated by mutators activity. In this case mutators have advantage over the inducible mutators because these ones may not have had time to produce adaptive solutions [Radman et.al., 2000 and ref. therein] .
(iii)
The immune system processes without stopping, constantly trying to produce better solutions. We may identified several processes that are functioning in the direction of avoiding solutions equivalent to deleterious mutations and favoring only adaptive solutions. This behavior is equivalent to the inductive computation based on the fact that inductive computation while working without halting, can occasionally change its output. The result could be good enough even if another (possibly better) result may arrive in the future. Interestingly, the structured memory Inductive Turing machine allows the storing of adaptive solutions [cf. Burgin 2005] in the way as the immune system "memorizes" solutions through the mechanism of dividing and proliferation of the cells. According to this capability in the nature the response of the immune system to the appearance of the same antigene is very quick. Results of EIS processing and inductive computation. The above mentioned examples (as well as many others) point out a very important characteristic of evolutionary processes (as in the cases of inductive computation by ITM) that they always give results in finite time (in contrast to infinite and infinite-time computations) but for which it is not specified how the results are obtained. According to TSRA the result appears as a word (string) that is written on the output tape after a certain step and it is not changing although the machine continues to work. If this output stops changing, it is then considered to be the result of the computation.
Equivalently, we may find in the emergent processes of evolution that beneficial mutations favored by natural selection eventually become fixed as a newly incorporated string of DNA sequence. By any subsequent generation the process of replication gives the same output of the word (string) unchangeable for many generations within continuity of biological evolutionary processes.
It turned out that TSRA could help us change the mind in relation to question whether evolution is computable. It is also possible that it helps us to assess that natural processes of evolution are beyond computation of Turing machine.
The model of evolutionary computer capable of computational evolution
Can we extract the information processes out of the biology to help us build things like computer networks and robots? I suggest the construction of an evolutionary computer in order to use ideas from natural biological systems and apply it to computational evolution study. The inspiration for building EC and study material comes from bacteria. Roughly speaking, a machine called EC has bacterial level of evolutionary adaptation if EC has bacteria-like capabilities. According to previous discussion we may briefly summarize such capabilities. They are highly evolvable, great chemical programmers, picking up information from the environment, talking with each other, distributing tasks, generating collective memory, assigning existential meaning to information from the environment, learning from past experience and creating new genes to cope better with new challenges and finally they are even capable of resurrection (e.g. D.Radiodurans [Zahradka et.al., 2006] ).
Additionally, we may consider bacteria-like evolutionary computer (BL-EC) with its program as 'pattern' of an organism in the sense in which the biologist calls it 'the four-dimensional pattern', meaning not only the structure and functioning of that organism at adult, or at any other particular stage, but the whole of its ontogenetic development from replication of the string, gene expression, from the cell to the stage of maturity, when the organism begins to reproduce itself toward society of EC 'digital' organisms, without loss of organization that allows that complex unity to exist. Preliminary introduction into the structure of the model primarily focused on the program of a BL-EC machine as follows (Figure 4.1.) BL-EC program includes two basic program modules Interactor program as a part of input and output information procesing system of the BL-EC and Processor program as a part of working information processing system of the BL-EC. Processor is divided into submodules of information processing programs, regulation, and reproduction programs. However, EC program in general and each executing program in particular have been developed from the basic program called epuon. Epuon is a set of basic program structures that undergo adaptation. They are evolutionary processable units-epu. Single epu is a complex set of instructions and stays as an analogical equivalent to a single gene as a complex biological hereditary unit. Epu includes operational instructions (s) that encode for proteator-execution program, instructions for epuinteractions (i), instructions on the range of epu-variability (v) and instructions for replication (r). The replication may be integrated in the coding sequence (by analogy, as replicase that catalyses its own replication without the help from a protein) or separately added (by analogy, coding for the product with its enzymatic actions). The term proteator alludes to protein (peptide) sequences and their working role of biological molecules that arises after the process of protein folding, and it comes as abbreviation constructed from protein-level-operator. Specific challenge is program development and growth of EC-program. However, before we proceed with elaboration of EC and its program synthesis I would like to introduce the notion of horizontal-vertical computation of an EC which also emphasizes certain analogies between gene and epu.
Horizontal-Vertical computation (HVC)
Genes are crucial to both explaining the development of individual organisms, and to explaining the inheritance of characteristics across generations. Hence, we may consider them in dual way. In the first case genetic information is a hereditary unit processed by replication. In the second case genetic information is a set of instructions to build and maintain the cells processed by transcription and translation. These processes of gene expression appear in the nature sequentially. In addition, these processes could be observed separately with certain degree of independence. Hence, I suggest that different processes on different levels of individual system development and functioning could be emphasized and easier to follow with the notion of horizontalvertical computation (HVC). According to this notion, the replication processes information vertically, mutation produces new heritable alleles i.e. it is vertically transmitted variability, asexual reproduction is a vertical process of genetic information and so on. On the other side mentioned processes of genetic expression, recombination, different processes of genetic exchange, are all horizontal biological computations. In the present-day computing machines all processes are lateral. For instance, if we consider genome as a source code, it differs from programs as we know to be most common, we do not develop our computer programs in a way that we first make a replication of the source code. Common procedure includes direct transfer of sequence into the function. There are other very practical requests for introducing HVC. Actually, when we consider bacteria we find out that they exchange genetic information as well as signalling molecules. These are essentially different kind of information processed by different kind of information systems within single biological organism. Obviously, in the course of bacteria-like machine development, the EC-model has to incorporate two different "avenues" of information processing as well as two different kinds of information.
Synthesis of evolutionary computer by Sequencer machine
Evelyn Fox Keller emphasized that "There is one rather conspicuous point at which computers and organisms must definitively part ways, and that is the route by which the two kinds of systems came by such strikingly similar mechanisms…however much they may have been influenced by biological structures (computer networks built to resist errors and be reliable) computers nevertheless are built by human design, while organisms evolve without the benefit of a designer (or so it is generally presumed). The crucial question for biologists is therefore this: by what sort of evolutionary process did such complex self-organized beings come into existence?" Indeed, mechanisms that ensure developmental robustness have nonetheless evolved, and to such degree of sophistication that their operational principles have much to teach engineers. The question Fox left for engineers is: "By what kinds of evolutionary processes could such mechanisms have arisen without assistance from human ingenuity?" Using Fox's approach we came to the point we have already reached in the 2.1. subsection about synthesis. The concept of evolutionary synthesis we are going to discuss here includes a certain machine, called Sequencer, by which we can try to build an evolutionary computer. Before we proceed, allow me to discuss an example that represents an obstacle we encounter, namely, a contradictory request at glance: the construction that tries to dismiss classical engineering designapproach and ultimately to extract human preconception and intentionality from the process of construction.
Richard Dawkins has conceived The Blind Watchmaker program that demonstrates effectively how random mutation followed by nonrandom selection can lead to interesting, complex forms. He tried to point out the power of micro-mutations and cumulative selection. [Dawkins, 1986] Graphical models of gene selection he used involving entities he called biomorphs. These are two-dimensional sets of line segments which bear relationships to each other, drawn under the control of "genes" that determine the appearance of the biomorphs. Dawkins started from a conventional recursive algorithm: for each iteration, a new connection is generated. The aim was to generate tree forms. Starting from a trunk, any new iteration corresponds to a sub-branch. The use of Biomorph program showed that it is not limited to the realization of different trees but could also generate many types of forms. Dawkins was therefore quite surprised to discover an insect-looking biomorph followed by planes, bats, branched candlesticks…He wrote with enthusiasm: Nothing in my biologist 's intuition, nothing However, the creatures are tightly constrained by Biomorph software and completely dependent on the computer's operating software. The ratio of actual to possible creatures in this genetic scheme is one to one: every sequence makes a viable creature. Mutations are not possible and program does not have any freedom to err. Hence, the only changes that occur in the creatures are those whose potential is already available in the program originally. From the perspective of computational evolution we may ask: How would biomorphs work if we allowed chance mutations to affect the "Blind Watchmaker" software, or the computer's operating programs?
Roughly, we may notice that human (programmer) intervention appeared on two levels. A priori it appears on program level as direct consequence of programming synthesis process governed by human preconceptions and desired purpose and tasks that certain program has to accomplish. A posteriori, intervention appears as intentional act (in this case artificial selection of the program properties or traits) which influences behavioral level of the program by changing certain parameters but not the program itself. In our conventional programming and engineering paradigm it doesn't seem that we may employ any trick to avoid preconceptions and intentionality in the process of synthesis. We may include randomness into the program but it will still have preconceptions of how to work and one, maybe, just won't know what those preconceptions are.
To overcome the problem of human intervention we may define our task as transformation of teleological paradigm into teleonomic (blind-teleological) paradigm. The idea that looks very simple pertains to the tracing and registering the process of program synthesis performed by human programmer which then allows rebuilding and evaluating the synthesis procedure. The machine capable of such computation can give us, in principle, the same result that human programmer can achieve by his conventional programming and that is the new program sequence. This idea stays behind the Sequencer machine -it allows simultaneous two-fold synthesis process execution and includes two outputs (Fig.4. 3) In this way we may achieve direction we posed previously (the synthesis in 2.1.), that is, instead of using for a design a computational procedure that we created once and for all, we may identify the synthesis process by which the procedure was created and then make it possible to create a new procedure pursuant to processes which created the first one. Human capabilities of synthesis are based on brain processes highly unknown and this machine doesn't represent substitute for automated synthesis. Rather, it is a blind-machine and it could help us make first step toward a paradigm shift. In what follows, I will emphasize this step. I will briefly describe characteristics in relation to Sequencer machine, design processes and results. Human programmer (P H ) uses Sequencer as a tool for epu-programming. Sequencer is equipped with standard set of instructions and data structures (such as standard library of functions of programming language) as well as certain specialized operational, interactive and variation functions. We may deal with them all here using the name program elements (PE). Additionally, it includes specialized sequencer-functions by which programmer selects program elements in the course of program synthesis. Selection of sequencer functions during process of synthesis is supported by Main control structure or Main-program of the Sequencer machine. It controls and registers that every action of the programmer correlates with a certain steps and/or 'phases' of the cyclical pseudo-information-processing model (PIPM) of the 'brain in the process of the program synthesis'. PIPM models underline, in a certain way, our descriptions of different methodological procedures, for instance in the fields of scientific methodology, intelligence cycle management or software development. Such procedures are not recipes; they are more like guidelines in the complex process of synthesis which human brain, as we know, is capable to perform toward ultimate goals. According to our examples these goals are a scientific research report, an intelligence report or a computer program. The certain PIMP model is developed as Main-program designed within Sequencer machine and supports the programming process. However, brain and mind processes engaged in synthesis are far reaching goals of more advanced brain-computer interface study. There is no room here to elaborate this subject. The idea behind the Mainprogram is only partially related to the extraction of programmer's thoughts out of brain on the interface of the Sequencer machine but we are not directly focused on brain-computer interface techniques. Our aim is to put together a simple operational program and a program by which that operational program is created, and then let them evolve. This could be a crucial step toward teleonomic paradigm so let me emphasize this part by the following description. We may consider that a particular sequencer program simulates the process of how a human programmer synthesizes a particular operation program. Those programs correspond to each other and they become expressed as the finite procedures encapsulated into a single epu. Epu program allows a horizontal computation by operation program. (in our model operational program first has to be expressed in a proteator). Now we may consider replication. Replication program uses the sequencer program and following the sequence pathway step by step performs mapping of epu program elements from the epu-store of the Sequencer machine into the novel epu sequence of an evolutionary computer. Epu by epu, Replication program automatically synthesizes a new epuon. By replication program vertical evolutionary computation starts. Epu encapsulated sequencer program of human synthesis is detached from Sequencer machine and human brain and it becomes the part of evolutionary information processing. Epu construction allows introduction of mutation category into computational processes and we may expect that an evolutionary computer is capable to processes different kinds of randomly appearing mutations. (see sec.4.2.). Mutation of the sequencer program of the epu will influence the replication of operational program of a new epu. This mutation may cause the stopping of replication function or such mutation can be replicated and consequently reproduced into the next EC offspring. Additionally, mutation of the sequencer program will influence the operational program and consequently program execution of a particular proteator. In this sense, program process of changes does not appear by human intervention which we may consider as the first step toward teleonomic paradigm. Additionally, we may consider that this process described above presents transition from terminating computation to intrinsically emerging computation, making a leap from the 'being' mode of recursive algorithms to 'becoming' mode of super-recursive algorithms.
Let's go back at the start of epu-programming. One by one epu is created by P H . They are divided into particular epu-s for functional modules of regulation, interaction and operation but, as a rule they are uniform. Almost each epu consists of program sets: operational program (o), interaction program(i), sequencer program (s) and variation program (v). Operational program includes subprograms for proteator data structures and for proteator sequence conformation according to the particular task a proteator has to accomplish and predefined operational program for proteator functioning. Interaction program includes a program for interactions among the epu units (e.g.epistasis) and input subprograms acceptor (a) and operon (o). They allow incorporation of data (signals) from intracellular modules which then influence epu expression which is controlled by the operon. Sequencer program includes sequencer functions, data structures of sequence pathways, main control structures that are included in deployment of particular operational program. This program may additionally include replication function. Variation program includes possible range of changing parameters of each particular program of an epu. In some epu-units (e.gmobile epu elements) this program includes recombination programs or mutation-prone programs.
Intended result of this synthesis by Sequencer machine is the epuon-program. Epuon is structured by system of interactive relations and functions that provide connections between the epu-units. After the whole epuon is generated operational programs of each particular epu start expression by transcription/translation program. The result is proteatom program (set of all proteators) which constitutes particular program modules of the cell/organism capable to exhibit a certain desired behavior. An epuon-sequence may embody information about one environment within which that sequence is functional. That environment is the one in which epuon replicates and in which its host 'lives'.
Additional synthesis that is performed during the synthesis done by programmer is automated by the Tracer program of the Sequencer. By this program epu-units of the generated epuon are disassociated and stored in the way that epuon cannot proceed with transcription. Instead this epu-program-store (EPS) becomes the source for extra epu units, programs and program elements on the disposition from which replication program (replicon) starts to generate new epuon (discussed above). The main role of Sequencer machine is to be the tool for epuon (evolutionary computer) development, but its additional role appeared to be the source for extra epu-elements for replication and hence to be the source that maintains the growth of BL-EC programs which possibly leads us naturally to the next step toward teleonomic paradigm. However, I left this step to the experiments of computational evolution that will possibly show that a certain BL-EC colony or biofilm conformation has separated from the Sequencer machine. That would imply according to the structure suggested in this paper that a metaepuon of BL-EC colony includes all information (knowledge about the environment) necessary for self-replication and furthermore that the domain knowledge of executive proteator level of digital bacteria is such that they can process the computational tasks for which they have been previously specialized between two reproductive cycles. This process implies acquisition of different further knowledge about the changes in the environment that are additionally processed within the following reproductive cycles. Figure 4 .4. presents functional decomposition of the BL-EC model to its second level. A different kind of biological information processing and mechanisms we discussed could possibly be simulated and supported by particular models of BL-EC. However, for the purpose of gaining general insight into the identity of the constituent components we will discuss functional relationship among the program modules of EC with its certain analogy toward biological structures, but detailed presentation of particular mechanisms and processing is omitted here.
Functional decomposition of the BL-EC model
According to BL-EC model, 'mature' computation in the environment starts after the process of epuon expression. Epuon expression is the process that includes transcription from epu into proteator. Additionally, if we want to use different computational language for proteator programs then we have to include translation function. Epu-expression process in the first generation of 'digital bacteria' imitates information flow of the Central Dogma in molecular biology. It is important to note that only operational program of each particular epu of the epuon is the subject of transcription. Each particular program module represented by its block on the diagram 4.4. is the set of different proteator executive programs. We may recognize that a minimal epuon includes set of epu-s for interaction (Interactor), operational information processing (Operational processor), regulation (Regulon) and reproduction (Reproductor).
Input and output information processing systems of BL-EC are controlled by Interactor program module. It includes two different input and output information systems according to the working paradigm of H-V computation. (1.2; 1.4) Selection/recognition module (1.3.1.) selects input data from different sources and proceeds them according to their specificites to the particular intracellular module. Interaction with environment could be based on the principles of interactive computation (discussed previously) by particular interactor module (1.3.2.) in the diagram) and as such BL-EC model can perform certain information processing without engagement of central processing proteator-programs (2.1.3.). One of the key requests in overcoming the constraints in the accepting power of computation is to choose data structures that by interacting, increase the number of internal degrees of freedom in the system. [cf. Banzhaf et.al.,2006] Receptor (2.2.1.) is the proteator program capable to receive data or signals from the environment and according to referent values regulation program of the receptor can produce the adequate data or signal response by which it selects particular proteator from the set of transcription factor(s) (2.2.2.) Recruited factor influences the epu-expression by activation or repression (inactivation) of particular epu programs (see illustration 4.6.) which ultimately change the proteator processing (2.1.3.) toward particular behavioral response of digital bacteria. In the cases when such behavior is favored by environmental conditions the novel 'switch-order' of epu-expression pathway could remain unchanged and as such could be transferred to the next generation as epigenetic change.
Regular processes of replication are controlled by proteators of Replicon module (2.3.1.). Replicon collects extra epu program elements from the Sequencer epu-store elements and synthesizes new epuon following the sequence pathway formed by previous synthesis (discussed previously). The quality of the replication is controlled by the proteator Quality of control (QC). QC compares the values of the new epu and its particular position in the new structured epuon memory according to referent values of existing epuon template. In the cases when mutation appear (misincorporated epu-program element) QC of the Replicon will activate repair system (2.1.2.). Repair system removes misincorporated epu-PE and correct one can be interpositioned.
In particular cases, when 'digital bacteria' is exposed in the environment under constant pressures to novel data and signals for which they have not adequate response, then Receptor (2.2.1.) could activate Inducer module (2.2.3) with its enzyme like regulation proteator program to turn on repair processes of the second order. These are proteators that simulate computation of translesion synthesis. They deliberately start to incorporate mutational epu elements and allow replication program to continue despite 'lesion' like epu-mutation fragments. This 'enzymatic' computation of change accelerates evolutionary processes (second-order selection) until the adaptive mutation -novel epu-function-is reached and Inducer becomes inactivated.
Horizontal epu transfers (2.1.4.) computation is supported by different proteators for horizontal epu exchange among digital bacteria (e.g. recombination, conjugation like processes etc.). As well, this module includes proteators that control computation over 'mobile' epu elements (e.g.transponson like jumping epu units). Recombinations are included in the repair processes and they could contribute to adaptation. In general, HET module affects epuon alterations between two replication processes.
After replication, new epuons are synthesized and Fission module starts with reproduction simulating bacteria asexual reproduction by binary fission proteators. Simply, it occupies new memory space and allows epu expression.
This presentation is very simplified in relation to realistic integrative models of cell computation but I believe that it clearly indicates that the concept of BL-EC model could span evolutionary information processing-EIS according to previously introduced categorization. EIS and EC models incorporate most of directions suggested by agenda of CE. Additionally, the suggestion is that computation of BL-EC could be based on the principles of interactive computation and diversity of super-recursive algorithms. For instance, model of BL-EC could be described by effective operations (as we informally presented above) but for the most of molecular mechanisms and behavioral patterns of EIS employed in the model it is not specified how the result is obtained. It means that a BL-EC is a machine governed by super-recursive algorithm.
Evolution of evolvability -changes and possibility of improvement of the synthesis procedures
Additional challenge for the models of evolvable computer appeared from the fact that evolution evolves and incorporates new mechanisms of evolutionary adaptation into the biological organisms. As we discussed above our engineering intelligent design approach didn't succeed to accomplish such a thing.
However, this process of change could be recorded to the certain degree of accuracy. Actually, any kind of mutation that occurred by base transition, transversion, insertion, deletion and so on, and which is then passed from one generation to another, from a mother cell to a daughter cell is implicitly recorded. One mutation occurs and then another one and so on. The mutations that pass many generations and obviously those that survive the selection could possibly create new sequence of mutations, actually, the novel functional sequence of instructions sufficiently adjusted toward environment of the cell i.e. it allows the cell to perform the computations and solve the problems for which it was not capable before.
Let's take into consideration sequence of mutations that is selected through many generations among uncountable number of mutations that occur in the process of evolutionary adaptation. We may consider such sequence not only as the ultimate result which is, as we know, a kind of a particular adaptation -but also as a certain trajectory of cell experience. Because such trajectory is recorded and finite we potentially have the algorithm that describes the process of adaptation which up to now existed in a purified algorithmic expression without harmful mutations. This algorithm could be incorporated as a copy among the rest of functional and regular algorithmic sequences and it could be silent. Additionally, this algorithm may appear in two epuforms. In the first one we may consider it as a novel set of instructions used by existing proteator regulation program of epu-expression while the other more complex form is coded for new or improved proteators that can affect for instance, regular epuon-sequence during replication. In both cases we may consider that a certain cell has the programs that evolved as additional capability that can change its procedures. In certain cases, for example, we may expect that if some cell undergoes selective pressure the program could act by incorporating mispaired epu program elements and actually it starts to generate mutations along the line of the regular sequence during the process of replication precisely imitating the process from its own evolutionary past. This could be possibly equivalent computation to non-random adaptive mutation SOS-response mechanism. Accordingly, the cell becomes the active agent of evolution rather than its passive substrate.
Conclusion
Turing pointed out in 1947, [Turing, 1947] , "the intention in constructing (computers) in the first instance, is to treat them as slaves, giving them only jobs which have been thought out in detail. Up till the present machines have only been used in this way." Then he asked "But is it necessary that they should always be used in such a manner?" Kugel [Kugel, 2005] tried to answer his question: "It isn't, if we are willing to allow them to carry out limiting computations"(super-recursive models of computation). He proceeded wondering "Who knows what, if anything, allowing programmers to think in terms of limiting-computable algorithms will do", and then finished encouraging "Let's try to find out." The authors of computational evolution (CE) vision [Banzhaf et.al., 2006] emphasize similiar challenges: "The main difficulties will be psychological. CE practitioners and researchers must be willing to be patient....patience will be necessary given the complexity and robustness of living systems compared with simplicity and brittleness of engineered systems;...they will also have to be willing to sacrifice precise specifications and full understanding of how individual components work."
Indeed, we cannot reflect on evolutionary computers from a typical engineer's point of view which only comprises intelligent design approach. We must let evolution take part in our design. It seems that bacteria and experimental evolution provide an excellent source of knowledge to create pioneer models of adaptive computers. Insights into and work on evolutionary models so far do not only provide new specification of knowledge needed for technical designing but they demand a different conception and approach in relation to computer models and applications developed. Instead of creationistic approach and conventional methods, evolutionary paradigm demands that we introduce decentralized approach and methods from which complex structures and behavior arise.
Software engineers and programmers up to now have got used to the fact that certain well known code lines are responsible for each segment of computer activity. However, we will not be able to understand the evolving program in the same way as we were able to understand the purpose of each code line in software that have been designed by human programmer so far. The new machines and application software will remain partly non-programmed. That other part of the program code will develop independently of the direct programmer's control depending on the environment in which this "young" computer will grow and develop (in a program sense of the word). Digital organisms will have no resemblance to those from biological world but they will maybe undergo their own evolution; serve us but taking care of their own reproduction at the same time. The life we know could be only the subset of all possible lives. This could, following our ideas of evolution, lead to completely new co-evolutionary relationship between a man and a computer.
Let me sum up insights and directions of this paper. Evolutionary information processes expose super-recursive features. Theory of superrecursive algorithms encourages us to change our mind in relation with question whether evolution is computational and help us to identify and extract different evolutionary information processes in order to build computer systems capable of computational evolution. If we reduce power of super-recursive algorithms to recursive ones an arbitrary evolutionary computer will lose the power of evolutionary adaptation. Finally, design and development of evolutionary computer has to be based on the super-recursive algorithms (the concept of Sequencer machine is proposed). Pursuing these directions the vision of computational evolution approaches its realization and the first experiments.
